Influence of the mechanical properties in the adhesion of the diamond like carbon into
the edge of the carbide drill.
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Carbide tools are commonly used in the automobile industry like drills due its high hardness
and toughness. Those characteristics are essential for durability and high performance during
work operation as drilling (1). However, for making it suitable to a great number of holes
without lose reliability of dimension, it is necessary a coating for reducing the friction
coefficient (2). This work aims to improve the adhesion of a coating known as Diamond Like
Carbon (DLC). DLC has no crystal lattice as a diamond, although your carbon sp3 hybridized
atom forms a high resistant coating (3). An investigation using scanning electron microscopy,
optical profilometer and atomic force microscopy were used for showing the morphology of
the film. Besides that, Raman Scattered Spectroscopy was used to characterize the graphitic
degree of the carbon film (4). The film adhesion was performed based on the VDI 3198
standard norm test. Mechanical properties were measured by application of small loads (mN)
during indentation tests and showed the influence of the Young modulus and the hardness of
the film. Nanoindentation tests showed the response of the materials and may be explain the
cause of film delamination effects in the tool edge. In the end, it was concluded that a
reasonable quality of DLC deposited on carbide tool with high adhesion and homogeneity can
be achieved however needs more improvement related to the edges of the substrates.
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